VITAL INFORMATION:
COLLECTION: Eden
BY: Tula Pink
FOR: Free Spirit Fabrics
SHIPS: September 2015
# of SKUs: 25
WIDTH: 44/45 inches
CONTENT: 100% cotton

Eden—is a daydream, an escape from reality...

Like everyone, I get caught up in what needs to be done. I am held down and held back by the invisible monotony of everyday chores, running errands, paying bills, meeting deadlines. These things are not necessarily difficult to accomplish but they wear a person down over time like the slow shaping of a rock on a rivers’ edge. Escape is not always practical and vacations are not always on the schedule. Like so many makers out there I use fabric to soothe my soul. Drawing, cutting, sewing and imagining set me free.

When I close my eyes I escape to a place that is wild and free, a place full of mystery and delight. A place where the beautiful wings of an Atlas moth can be larger than my hands and flower seeds scatter in the winds to bloom where ever they please. In this place the watchful eyes of a camouflaged tiger track the comings and goings with a quiet curiosity. I take my place on the back of an elaborately painted elephant, the most obvious mode of
transportation in my make believe paradise, and wander through the tall grass, the warmth of the sun on my face, making shapes out of the clouds. Eden is a place where time stands still, my own personal Neverland. Eden is lush and raw embracing the kind of beauty in chaos that only nature can orchestrate.

We all have a wild side and Eden encourages it. Eden is an adventure, it is texture and color, shape and design, rich in imagination and soaked in unfettered exuberance! I hope you will join me, take a break from reality and take an armchair adventure from the comfort of your own sewing room where paradise is what ever you make it.
My new, replenishable (meaning they are always in stock!) True Colors fabric collection is a full spectrum of prints designed to support past, present and future Tula Pink fabric collections! Inspired by some of my most beloved prints, this is the essential, go with everything, must have, print collection scaled specifically for quilting and home sewing.
COLORS

PWTC026 | Mint Julep
PWTC030 | Olive
PWTC029 | Grass
PWTC028 | Sky

PWTC026 | Pacific
PWTC030 | Navy
PWTC027 | Abyss
PWTC030 | Ink

PWTC026 | Orchid
PWTC029 | Wisteria
PWTC028 | Gunmetal
PWTC029 | Silver
As quilters we spend so much time piecing the quilt top. We make them to mark events and milestones, graduations, weddings, babies and all of those little moments that add up to create a well lived life. While we are trained to admire the quilt top, the side that touches us and our loved ones is the back of the quilt. In honor of the people we make for, including ourselves, I have selected a cotton base cloth with a super deluxe hand and a tight weave, the polished surface and chintz finish create a smooth silky cotton that is ultra soft. The feel of a treasured quilt on our skin should equal the beauty of the piecing so that every time a handmade quilt touches our skin it will feel as luxe as it looks. Even with our eyes closed we will know that we are wrapped up in something special that will last a lifetime.
FREE FALL
WIDE
108 INCHES

VITAL INFORMATION:
COLLECTION: Free Fall Wide
BY: Tula Pink
FOR: Free Spirit Fabrics
SHIPS: July 2015
# of SKUs: 6
WIDTH: 108 inches
CONTENT: 100% cotton

GBTP001 | Navy

GBTP001 | Orchid

GBTP001 | Battleship
WORKING TOGETHER:

SAPPHIRE
COLOR FAMILY

EDEN:
PWTP070 Sapphire
PWTP071 Midnight
PWTP072 Mojito
PWTP073 Sapphire
PWTP074 Aqua
PWTP074 Mustard S.
PWTP075 Sprout
PWTP076 Moss
PWTP077 Sapphire

TRUE COLORS:
PWTC026 Pacific
PWTC026 Mint Julep
PWTC027 Mustard S.
PWTC028 Amber
PWTC028 Sky
PWTC029 Grass
PWTC030 Navy
PWTC030 Olive

FREE FALL:
QBTP001 Sky
QBTP001 Navy

TOTAL SKUS:
19
WORKING TOGETHER: The AMETHYST COLOR FAMILY

EDEN:
PWTP070 Amethyst
PWTP071 Amethyst
PWTP072 Sherbet
PWTP073 Orchid
PWTP074 Amethyst
PWTP075 Glacier
PWTP076 Glacier
PWTP077 Amethyst

TRUE COLORS:
PWTC026 Orchid
PWTC026 Mint Julep
PWTC027 Abyss
PWTC028 Gunmetal
PWTC029 Silver
PWTC029 Wisteria
PWTC030 Ink
PWTC030 Olive

FREE FALL:
QBTP001 Orchid
QBTP001 Battleship

TOTAL SKUS: 18
WORKING TOGETHER:

TOURMALINE
COLOR FAMILY

EDEN:
PWTP070 Tourmaline
PWTP071 Tomato
PWTP072 Orchid
PWTP073 Tomato
PWTP074 Cerise
PWTP075 Peach Fuzz
PWTP076 Magenta
PWTP077 Tourmaline

TRUE COLORS:
PWTC026 Bittersweet
PWTC027 Lava
PWTC027 Nectarine
PWTC027 Mustard S.
PWTC028 Amber
PWTC028 Candy
PWTC029 Fuchsia
PWTC030 Sienna

FREE FALL:
QBTP001 Lipstick
QBTP001 Creamcicle

TOTAL SKUS:
18
FLOWER MARKET
Quilt & Bonus Pillow Pattern
QUILT Finished Size: 63" x 72" | BONUS PILLOW Finished Size: 14" x 18"

MATERIALS

FABRIC:
½ yard 16 prints
½ yard Solid
2 yards Wide Backing
5¾ yard Binding

BATTING:
72" x 80" Batting
12x16 Pillow Form

ADDITIONAL TOOLS:
rotary cutter
ruler
scissors
¼ inch foot
thread
marking tool
sewing machine
iron
ironing board

CUTTING

The Flower Market Quilt is designed to be a collage of print, color and texture set in a patchwork of simple shapes and laid back sewing because let's be honest, it's all about the fabric! There are large patches to highlight big, bold prints and smaller patches to add layers of color and smaller prints. Be bold, be brave and above all have fun!

From the 16 prints cut the following:
(4) 9½" x 18½" Choose your favorite larger scale prints
(12) 9½" x 9½" Choose your favorite large/medium scale prints
(10) 9½" x 5" Choose 10 different large medium scale prints
(14) 5½" x 5½" All scale prints
(56) 2½" x 5½" (14 matching sets of 4) smaller scale prints
(56) 2½" x 2½" (14 matching sets of 4) smaller scale prints
(51) 3½" x 9½" All scale prints

From the WIDE backing fabric cut the following:
(1) 72" x 88" Quilt Back
(1) 16" x 20" Pillow Back
(2) 15" x 25" Pillow envelope

From the solid fabric cut the following:
(20) 5" x 5"
• Draw a diagonal line, on the wrong side of the fabric, from one corner the opposite corner
• Measure 1/2 inch over and draw a second diagonal line on the wrong side of the fabric
BUILDING THE BLOCKS

- Use accurate 1/4" seams throughout construction
- Place all fabrics, blocks and rows right sides together then sew
- Press all seams open
- Use the block recipes below and the block diagram to build each block

BLOCK A: Make a total of 14 blocks
To make one block you will need:
(1) 5½" x 5½"
(4) matching 2½" x 5½"
(4) matching 2½" x 2½"

BLOCK B: Make a total of 17 blocks
To make one block you will need:
(3) 3½" x 9½"

BLOCK C: Make a total of 10 blocks
To make one block you will need:
(1) 9½" x 5"
(2) 5" x 5"

1. Place one 5 x 5 square, right sides together, on one 9½ x 5 rectangle.
2. Sew ON the first drawn line
3. Sew on the second drawn line.
4. Cut between the two lines leaving a 1/4 seam allowance on both units, press.

5. Place a second 5 x 5 square on the other corner of the rectangle unit completed above.
6. Repeat steps 2 through 4 to create a second angled seam on the other side of the unit.
7. The corner units that you trimmed away from this block will become the bonus pillow.

Assemble the quilt top according to the diagram on the following page. Complete all 8 rows using the A, B and C blocks made above and the large squares and rectangles that were cut from the larger prints. Quilt, bind and enjoy your new Flower Market Quilt!

All quilts designed and pieced by Tula Pink are Free Motion Quilted by Angela Walters. For quilting inspiration visit QUILTING IS MY THERAPY.COM
This pillow is affectionately called the “Garbage Pillow” because it is made entirely of the waste created by the Flower Market quilt top and backing. The lesson here is “don’t throw it away make an adorable accessory!”

1. Assemble the (20) half square triangles left over from Block C according to the diagram below.
2. Layer the pillow top, a 16 x 20 piece of batting and the 16 x 20 Pillow Back fabric, quilt the pillow front using the piecing as a guide creating repeating zig-zag lines.
3. Trim the quilted pillow front to 15 x 18

4. Fold the two 15 x 25 pillow envelope fabrics in half to create two 12 1/2 x 15 pieces with one clean fold edge along the 15” side.
5. Place the first envelope piece on the pillow front, right sides together. Line up the top, bottom and side edges, the fold edge toward the center of the pillow front.
6. Place the second envelop piece on the opposite side of the pillow front, right sides together, the fold edge will overlap the first envelope piece by 6”. Pin in place.
7. Sew a 1/4 around all four sides of the pillow edge. Trim off the corners at a 45 angle.

8. Turn pillow cover right side out, use a chop stick to push out the corners. Press the edge of the pillow so they lay flat.
9. Top stitch around the entire pillow.
10. Insert the 12 x 14 pillow form and enjoy!
The Eden Moth takes the Butterfly Quilt pattern to the next level while highlighting the full spectrum of Eden’s vibrant color palette. Use the materials list and the layout diagram on the following page to make your very own rainbow, color washed patchwork Butterfly (or Moth)!

**MATERIALS**

**FINISHED SIZE:** 88” x 94”

**PATTERN:**
The Butterfly Quilt
By Tula Pink

**WINGS:**
Fat Quarter Bundle
of Eden by Tula Pink
(or 25 Fat Quarters)

**BODY:**
1/4 YD - PWTP076 Moss
1/4 YD - CSFSESS Macaw

**TOP BORDER:**
1 YD - PWTP073 Tomato

**BOTTOM BORDER:**
1 YD - PWTP073 Orchid

**BACKGROUND:**
3 YDS - CSFSESS Mist

**BACKING:**
2 2/3 YD - QBTP001 Sky

**BINDING:**
3/4 YD - CSFSESS Macaw